A new class CVNH£ of cascade parallel fc-nets of shift registers (briefly fc-nets) is introduced. A characterization of the fc-nets by means of their sets of state sequences is given. In particular the periodicity problem of state sequences is studied. Two subclasses CVMn = 1,2, of CVAfTZ^ are distinguished. The main attention is devoted to the class CVN7Z~ whose elements can be described by the transition graphs. In the last section the other classes of parallel fc-nets are introduced.
Introduction
The use of shift registers in technics dates back more than fifty years. Let us only mention about their newer use in electronics (production of integrated circuits, computer technics) and in cryptology [7] . A few monographs related to shift registers have been published [2] , [6] . A theory of sequential nets of shift registers has been only partially elaborated [3] , [8] . Szuster [8] has adopted an algebraic method [6] to the study of these nets. A theory of parallel and parallel-sequential nets of shift registers has been not elaborated. Only few papers related to separate classes of such nets have been published in eighteen (see references of [4] ).
This paper deals with a new class CVAiTZ^ and k = (ki,..., k m ), m > 1 of cascade parallel fc-nets of shift registers. Generally speaking, every k-net is a collection of m sequential nets of shift registers, which are connected with each other. More detailed, a fc-net of CVhi'R.^ consists of m memories Mi,...,M m (every Mj,l < i < m, has ki > 1 cells), where elements of an alphabet A can be inserted. It works continuously but the states are changed at discrete moments, which are synchronized by a clock, where by a state at a moment j we mean a vector (Cj{M\),... ,Cj (M m their controls are the functions of V and of N into $ fc will be considered. A necessary and sufficient condition for a nonempty set E C F w to be definable by any fc-net of CVNW~, n = 1,2, will be formulated. The periodicity problem of such sets will De studied.
The fc-nets of CVN1Z\ can be also characterized by their transition k graphs (fc-graphs). The main attention will be devoted to the construction of the /c-graphs with the prescribed cycle lengths (in particular the Hamiltonian circuits).
The following reasons motivate the introduction of the class CVAfTZ^ of the k-nets: (1) The class CPNHis so general that it covers the majority of classes of deterministic fc-nets of shift-registers which have been considered before; (2) This paper is the first step to work out the uniform theory of the fc-nets of shift registers including the parallel as well as the sequential nets; (3) One is able to construct the fc-nets of CVMTV-which generate the Hamiltonian circuits with the period lengths so long as we only wish; (4) Choosing special cases of the controls one is able to obtain stream ciphers which have been previously considered (for example in [7] ). \ (¥>i,¥>) for all x G {0, l} 3 and remaining y G {0, l} 3 .
Basic definitions
One is able to verify that all state sequences of n -8,16,32,64, are periodic with the period length equal to n. Obviously, all the connected components of the transition graphs G^ form the cycles of length n. If the codition (*) holds for ¿0 = 1 then X is said to be periodic and the sequence x\,... ,x p is its period. X is said to be aperiodic iff it is not almost periodic.
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Then we have
Let us see that all transition functions (pi, 1 < i < 5, and the controls I < j < 3 are periodic and injective. 2 a2,ai,ai,a2,a2,ai,ai,ai,a2,at2,oi2,-- •.
where ai = (</?i, ¥>3, ¥>4) and 0:2 = (¥>2, ¥>4, ¥>5)-One is able to see that all state sequences of 3 are aperiodic.
Properties of the definable sets by the k-nets
The necessary and sufficient conditions for a nonempty set E C V w to be definable by any fc-net of CVHTZ^, n -1,2, will be formulated. For every sequence X = xi,x2,...
€ E and the numbers 1 < i < m, j > 1 the i -th components of Xj and Xj + 1 are equal or the i -th component of xj+1 is obtained from the i-th component of xj by shifting operation, ie. erasing the first element and adding at the end any element of A; (3.3) E is homogeneous; this means that for every sequences X®i, X2,. • •, Y = yi, 2/2, • • • of E and the numbers p,q € N, ifx p = y q then x p+ i -y q +i-
Proof is obvious.
COROLLARY 3.2. Every set E C V w , \E\ = |V|, consisting of only constant sequences is definable by a k-net € CVAfTZj-of which every transition function is the identity.
Let Nj: be a fc-net of CVMTll and E = D(N^).
2 A function <p € is said to be periodic iff for every x € A fc * there is n > 1 such that ¡p n (x) = x. Proof is obvious. 
Periodicity problems of the k-nets
The problem which fc-nets of CVMHp n = 1,2, have only periodic state sequences will be investigated.
Let us recall at the beginning necessary definitions and some properties of the sequential fc-nets of SJ\f1l 2 k .
By a sequential k-net Nk of SNH\ we mean a triple (A, 3> fc , i'), where 3> fc is a nonempty set of shifting functions ip : 
' {u\ViWi,U2V\Wi,UzV\Wi,U4VlWi) for 1 < ('UiV2Wi,U2V2Wi,U3V2Wi,U4V2Wi) for 1 <
CL6N+I -
(uiV&Wi,U2V&Wi,U3VgWi,U4V8Wi) for 1 < {UIVIWI, UIV2WI,..., U-IVGWI) for 1 < I < (U2VI WI,U2V2WI, ..., U2V$ WI) for 1 < I < (U3V1 WI, U3V2U>I, . . . , U3V&WI) for 1 < I < (uiViWi, U4V2W1,..., U4VSWi) for 1 < I <
